Tutu writes to priest as fast enters fifth week
By BILL D. MORRIS

Bishop Desmond Tutu, Jesse Jackson and Chicago mayor Harold Washington have all recently offered support for Father Basil van Rensburg as the visiting South African priest enters the fifth week of this fast tomorrow.

Van Rensburg, who is fasting in an effort to get the Board of Trustees to vote for divestment at its meeting this weekend, received a telegram from Tutu last Wednesday.

"We support your resolve stand and hope that the trustees of Notre Dame will take the moral decision," Tutu's telegram said.

On Saturday, Van Rensburg held a press conference in Chicago which was attended by Washington and Jackson. At the conference, Jackson declared a "special" and "a special prayer," Van Rensburg said.

Also sending their support was the Bishops Council of South Africa Van Rensburg.

The Council has also issued its strongest plea to the west for economic sanctions above and beyond divestment, he said.

"Joyfully, peacefully, prayerfully," it is how Van Rensburg described his progress. "It has brought me closer to the Supreme Being."

Van Rensburg under the strict supervision of medical advisors, has fasted by maintaining a high-calorie, Sustained by water, Van Rensburg currently weighs 174 pounds, down from the 209 pounds that he called his "corporate launch."

see FAST, page 5

SMC students receive obscene calls from fake pollster of sex attitudes
By CINDY HAU

Several Saint Mary's students recently have received obscene phone calls from someone supposedly conducting a sexuality survey for the National Education Association, according to Saint Mary's Director of Safety/Security Richard Chlebek.

A representative of the education organization said, however, it is not conducting a sexuality survey.

"From time to time, we get a call asking if we're conducting the survey. That's how we know (the caller) is still making the calls," said the representative, who asked that her name not be used.

When the caller received a call, she said she did not realize it was a prank until she hung up because she was "sounded so convincing and legitimate."

"(The caller) asked all of the questions, even the obscene ones, in total seriousness," she said.

"(The caller) started out, asked general questions about my family and raising children - 'How many brothers and sisters do I have?' 'Do I feel I was raised well?' ‘Can I got to my parents when I have problems?' she said.

"Then (the caller) started asking questions about my attitudes toward sexuality and incestual relationships. I began to feel uncomfortable and hung up," she said.

Chlebek said Saint Mary's students were alerted to the obscene phone calls after approximately six ladies reported receiving them.

"Each student received a flyer in her mailbox concerning the anonymity of the survey, which seems to be widespread," Chlebek said.

Although the problem does not seem to be widespread, Chlebek said he believes there may have been women who simply hung up on the caller and did not report it.

He said his advice to women who received the phone calls is the "same advice your parents gave you - don't talk to strangers."

"Students should not play detective or become clever with the caller, as it only encourages the caller," Chlebek said.

If a student does receive an obscene call, Chlebek said she should report it to Security immediately. Although there are no records of any woman receiving more than one of the obscene calls, students who have received more than one can ask to have their calls screened by Security, he said.

The calls were reported shortly after spring break, but students have received them since early first semester, according to some Saint Mary's students.

The Observer/Don Dewald

Karate Kids

Robert Cooper, an eighth grade black belt and founder of the International Martial Arts Institute, and Jose Yanes, a sixth degree black belt, tested several members of a martial arts class at Notre Dame this weekend. Three students earned their black belts. The class is taught by Gary Cooper, Robert's son.

SMC speaker's 'pro choice' stance to draw protests
By THERESA GUARINO

Pickets and protesters will accompany cars, town and degrees at Saint Mary's commencement ceremony this year.

A demonstration planned by local anti-abortion groups is scheduled for graduation day in protest of commencement speaker Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly of Connecticut. (Related story, page 3)

Organizations planning on picketing include the Saint Joseph County Right to Life, Democrats for Life and several area Protestant churches.

Burnie Bauer, national president of Democrats for Life, an anti-abortion caucus in the Democratic Party, said Kennelly pro choice in four of five roll call votes dealing with abortion in 1985 in the House of Representatives.

Kennelly was absent for one of the votes, Bauer said.

In an interview with the Observer, Thursday, Kennelly said she would rather not address the pro-choice issue on the phone because of its complexity.

"Canon law says anyone who helps another procure an abortion is excommunicated," said Bauer. "By voting as an anti-abortion Democrat, she is helping someone.

Bauer said he sent letters to College President William Hickey and members of the Board of Regents, expressing his dissatisfaction with Kennelly.

In the letter he asked that Saint Mary's either withdraw its invitation or announce publicly and during Kennelly's introduction that the College is虹桥ing Ken­ nelly despite her stance on abor­tion.

Bauer also said he "sent letters directly to the regents that he knew" and mailed the rest of the letters in care of Saint Mary's. According to Bauer, one regent, whom he declin­ ed to name, has contacted him and expressed support for the group's position.

Hickey said he was "completely surprised" upon learning of the planned protests and called it "an unfortunate event.

Hickey said Kennelly is a "devout practicing Catholic" who has demonstrated clearly how one can effectively use the legal system in furthering the pro-choice position.

Kennelly is responsible for many things - promoting child care, the family and women's equality, accord­ ing to Hickey. He also said he finds the protest difficult to understand when Kennelly's record is objectively assessed.

"Every group has a right to their opinion but they also have the responsibility of being objective under each question and situation." Virginia Black, a member of the board of directors of St. Joseph County Right to Life, said that in a recent poll taken last week, the board decided unanimously to picket the commencement ceremony. Black called see PROTEST, page 3

Trustees to discuss minorities, divestment
By JIM RILEY

An increase in the student activity fee and a report on minority issues will be discussed by the student affairs committee of the Board of Trustees on Thursday, said Bill Healy, a student representative to the committee.

The Board of Trustees as a whole, in their annual meeting Friday, will review the University's divestment policy and discuss the replacement of Father Theodore Hesburgh as University president, according to William Sexton, vice presi­ dent University Relations and secretary of the board.

When the chairman of the Board, Thomas Carney, con­ cluded discussion on University investments at last October's In­ terim Board meeting, "a com­ mitment was made for a review of the policy six months later to examine its effectiveness," said Sexton.

He also said it would be reasonable to expect this ex­ amination to take a comparative view of the various policy, which will last all day Friday.

The chairman and vice chairman of seven com­ mittees, including the student affairs committee, will make presentations to the Board Fri­ day, according to Sexton.

The student affairs committee is considering an increase in the student activity fee from $35 to $55, said Healy. Five dollars of the fee increase would be ear­ marked for NWF. Proceeds from the balance of the fee in­ come, $25, would be directed toward student government, the classes and various clubs and organizations.

The committee will also discuss a report on the problems see TRUSTEES, page 5
In Brief

Saint Mary's students Anne Easterday, a business/accounting major and Karen Lombard, an economics major and mathematics minor, have been selected to participate in the Early-Entry Program for the Graduate School of Business at the University of Chicago. Under the program, 30 outstanding juniors from 15 select institutions throughout the country are admitted to graduate school, based on the recommendations of committees at their respective schools. Students receive full-tuition scholarships to the MBA program for the summer session any time within three years following completion of their undergraduate degree. - The Observer

Volunteer service awards have been presented to two Notre Dame seniors. Parity Hall's Teresa Donovan, Cincinnati, Ohio, received the John O'Laughlin Award for service beyond the Notre Dame community, and Morrissey Hall's Kevin Flynn, Indianapolis, Ind., was presented the Rev. Leonard Collins, C.S.C. Award for service to Notre Dame students. - The Observer

Of Interest

The Battlefield of Midshipmen of Notre Dame will hold its annual Spring Awards Ceremony today at 4:30 in the Memorial Library Auditorium. Among the many awards presented will be the Distinguished Midshipman Award to Midshipman Michael Lenczy and the Reserve Officers' Training Corps Award to Midshipman Anthony Kramer. Captain John R. Ksiazek, Commanding Officer of the NROTC unit, will present the awards. - The Observer

"Values" and the Special Mission at Notre Dame" will be the topic of a panel discussion with the undergraduate and Law School departments at 2:30 to 3:30 in the Center for Social Concerns. All faculty are invited. - The Observer

Saint Mary's Honors Convocation, which will include school and department awards, will be held tonight at 7:45 in the O'Laughlin Auditorium. A reception will follow in the Moreau courtyard or, in case of rain, the O'Laughlin lobby. - The Observer

The Shuttle for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students will stop running for the semester Monday, May 12 at 6 p.m. - The Observer

The Last Senior Class mass will be celebrated with Vice President for Student Affairs Father David Tyson Sunday, May 11 at 8 a.m. at the Grotto. - The Observer

The Senior Class is sponsoring a visit to the Grotto with University President Father Theodore Hesburgh Wednesday night at 9. - The Observer

Adopt-A-Transfer volunteers are needed for next fall. Call John Byrne at 283-1431 or Bill Ryan at 288-6926 for more information. - The Observer

Weather

Boy, it looks like warm weather today -- too bad you have to work, I guess. But while you're cramming, look out your window and imagine what fun you could be having in that 80-degree weather. It will be partly cloudy and breezy today with a 20 percent chance of thunderstorms and a high in the low 80s. - AP

Goodbye. This is the last regular issue of The Observer for the 1983-84 school year. A commencement issue will be published May 16. The Observer staff wishes good fortune and luck to all graduating seniors and a safe and relaxing summer for all returning students. See you in August! - The Observer

Xenophobia: dropping a big word

Only two people died, the Russians said at first. The world, especially those people in the Scandanavian countries, knew differently.

Why would the Russians make such a feeble attempt to hide such a major disaster from its neighbors to the West, neighbors who were affected by the catastrophe, who had significant evidence that a malfunction had occurred and who had the technology to assist in helping the Russians cope with the crisis?

Looking through my years of high school and college government courses, one word sticks in my mind when describing Russia, "xenophobia," fear of the foreign. My professors always emphasized this word as a starting point toward understanding the Russian people's secretive nature.

I remember my Western Civilization professor in high school telling the class to go home and drop the big with our parents as a sign of how much we were learning.

Now several years later, another incident arises which indicates the Russian government still refuses, to the point of jeopardizing the lives of its citizens and its neighboring countries' safety, to publicly recognize failure on its part and to seek outside assistance to correct this failure.

The difference in the American and Russian perspectives cannot be clearer. The American response to the Three Mile Island accident was much more involved although much less serious.

In the recent nuclear war, the Russian public was barely informed, let alone alerted. One wonders if the incident would have been reported at all if the outside world lacked monitoring equipment or not.

Several decades ago, 30 villages disappeared from Russian maps. What happened to these small towns remains a mystery.

Cancelling the Russian landscape, the silent posture does work to their advantage in many instances, although certainly not in this most recent one.

The New York Times, if it scanned it closely enough Friday, had a four-paragraph note on the Soviet war in Afghanistan. What made the article of special note was that it said the fighting had reached an all-time high, however, what kept the article to brief was a lack of information.

The brief relied totally on rebel leader's assessments of the situation. No one from the Soviet or Afghan forces was contacted.

"Afghan rebel commanders said today that Soviet and Afghan warplanes were killing and maiming hundreds of Afghan children, with nightstop raids on rebel positions," The Times stated.

In the next paragraph, the article cited a senior rebel commander as "raiding the heaviest aerial bombardment ever" amassed against the rebels. Yet, for all of this, the notice was a brief on page five.

The Soviet's natural tendency for silence and the manner in which they have helped make it extremely difficult for outsiders to report on the Afghan war have created a virtual news blackout on the struggle.

It is much easier for reporters to cover newer, more accessible and safer events than an old war with little at stake except the freedom of an unimportant people who have been forgotten by the West.

Joe Murphy

Editor-in-Chief

The free world has a short attention span, and the Russians know this. At present, the "hot spots" are Libya and South Africa. Beirut and Nicaragua and Ethiopia are moving to the background of public interest. The front pages are now filled with more important things.

Yet, to the people of Afghanistan their daily struggle is as important as ever. To the people of Ethiopia, a recent Times brief mentioned the worst is over for them, the struggle for food continues not for a day, but forever. Yet, the attention and, thus, the assistance they now receive has decreased dramatically.

Combining the West's short attention span and the Russian's desire to keep the West's attention even shorter threatens the West's long-term future. If the Russians use their position in Afghanistan to move on Iran at some point in the future, the gain would strike at Western interests and boost Russia's oil capacity and give it a warm-water port. Such scenarios are no more unlikely than a nuclear facility in South Carolina.

What the West, and specifically Western reporters, must do is monitor the Russians over the long-term development of specific events such as keeping the world informed of the changes in Russian nuclear posture over the next several years as a result of this recent disaster.

Ironically, if the Russians had notified the West immediately of the problems at the Cherobyl nuclear power plant, the reaction of the West may have been one of gratitude rather than outrage. All of Mikhail Gorbachev's public relations efforts lie in the rubble in Cherobyl. His repeated calls for a new openness ring hollow.

Next fall, I am taking a course on the Soviet Union. I suspect my professor will cite the Cherobyl incident as evidence xenophobia continues to shape the West's Russian political philosophy.
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The demonstration "routine" and said that the group "has no choice." We have to do everything we can to change this, including working in the political arena," Black said. Protestors will not enter College grounds, since that is private property, but plan to picket the entrance to the College at the front gate. Black said that the group is currently in the process of informing its members of the demonstration.

Bauer, a former Indiana state senator and representative, pointed to five abortion-related roll call votes taken by the House in 1985. The votes dealt with matters ranging from a condemnation of China's forced abortion policy to the restriction of U.S. funding of abortion facilities in foreign countries and in the District of Columbia. In the five votes, Kennelly voted pro-choice on four, and was absent for one, Bauer said.

Hickey said that all five votes were on one of many amendments to major bills in Congress. For example, the vote condemning and withholding funding for Chinese-aided forced abortions was part of a $13 billion U.S. foreign aid bill, according to Hickey. "China is one of hundreds of nations that the U.S. sends aid to," Hickey said.

Bauer said he believes that by choosing Kennelly, Saint Mary's is setting up a negative role model to graduates. Hickey said that Kennelly was researched and approved by the Board of Regents, who are "pleased with their choice."

He compared the situation to the demonstrations surrounding the choice of Salvadoran President Jose Napoleon Duarte as Notre Dame's commencement speaker last year. "There were protestors, but they were given their chance and didn't disrupt or interrupt the ceremony. The graduation went well and so will ours."

Protestors will not enter College grounds, since that is private property, but plan to picket the entrance to the College at the front gate. Black said that the group is currently in the process of informing its members of the demonstration.

Bauer, a former Indiana state senator and representative, pointed to five abortion-related roll call votes taken by the House in 1985. The votes dealt with matters ranging from a condemnation of China's forced abortion policy to the restriction of U.S. funding of abortion facilities in foreign countries and in the District of Columbia. In the five votes, Kennelly voted pro-choice on four, and was absent for one, Bauer said.

Hickey said that all five votes were on one of many amendments to major bills in Congress. For example, the vote condemning and withholding funding for Chinese-aided forced abortions was part of a $13 billion U.S. foreign aid bill, according to Hickey. "China is one of hundreds of nations that the U.S. sends aid to," Hickey said.

Bauer said he believes that by choosing Kennelly, Saint Mary's is setting up a negative role model to graduates. Hickey said that Kennelly was researched and approved by the Board of Regents, who are "pleased with their choice."

He compared the situation to the demonstrations surrounding the choice of Salvadoran President Jose Napoleon Duarte as Notre Dame's commencement speaker last year. "There were protestors, but they were given their chance and didn't disrupt or interrupt the ceremony. The graduation went well and so will ours."
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**Kennelly: 'I'm honored to speak at College'**

By MARGIE KERSTEN

Saint Mary's Editor

"I was quite delighted and honored to be asked to speak at Saint Mary's commencement," said Barbara Kennelly, the College's 1986 commencement speaker.

Kennelly, a Connecticut Congresswoman since 1982, said she usually speaks at one or more graduations each year and enjoys doing it.

Kennelly said she can give graduates an interesting perspective because of her background as a woman's college and said she may also serve as a role model to students.

Several pro-life groups are planning to picket the commencement ceremonies because of what they call Kennelly's pro-choice votes on several bills in Congress.

When asked about her position on the abortion issue, Kennelly said she would "rather not address that issue on the phone," because of its complexity.

Kennelly received a B.A. in economics from Trinity College in Washington D.C. and completed the Harvard-Radcliffe Program in Business Administration. She earned a Master's Degree in Government from Trinity College in Hartford, Conn.

Kennelly said she has not chosen her topic for the speech yet but added, "I put a lot of time into the talks I have to talk to as many young people as I can. I try to address their concerns and thoughts and ask them what they would like to hear."

Kennelly has worked in the local, state, and congressional levels of politics and said, "I like politics and I am content as a public official." She said the most important asset in a career is "to believe in yourself and what you are doing. Prove you can do a job and do it well."

Women have a good future in politics, Kennelly said. "There will definitely be more women in the lower levels of government but it is more difficult to move up. She said this difficulty increases as a woman rises in politics, citing that there are only 22 women out of the 435 members in the House of Representatives today.

She said the first woman president is "not far away," but it might be better for women to be vice president and then "go for the top spot." She said she would "consider" running for president some day.

"Economic issues are the most important issues for women to be concerned about today," Kennelly said. There is an increase in the number of women working and she said she would like to see the pay and pension protection of workers improved.

Because of Kennelly's background at a woman's college, she said she can "relate to the graduating students and has a feeling of deja vu" when she addresses those audiences.

Saint Mary's will award Kennelly an honorary doctorate of laws degree at the commencement ceremonies on May 17.

---

**STUDENT GOVERNMENT**

**WAIT 'TIL NEXT YEAR!**

The fun begins the first week back:

**FRIDAY, AUGUST 29th:** 'Crewcuts on the Quad' You pay $10 to get a crewcut in the middle of South Quad, the money goes to charity and you get a T-shirt that says: 'I shed my hair because I care.'

**SATURDAY, AUGUST 30th:** 'Camp Out on the Quad' Everybody brings a blanket and a pillow out to sleep on the quad (remember kiddies, no parietaals outdoors!)

Don't choke on those finals! Have a great Summer!
By MARGIE KERSTEN
Saint Mary's Editor

When he came to Saint Mary's as a part-time biology professor in 1960, William Hickey's plans did not include becoming College president, he said. Twenty-six years later, however, Hickey is doing just that.

"My definite goal was to pursue a department chair position and then dean of faculty, which I did," said Hickey in a recent interview.

Hickey said that when he was active president for the first time, in 1974-75, many people encouraged him to apply for the presidency. But after looking at all his options, he decided not to become a candidate at that time.

When the position became available again this year, however, Hickey said he "felt the exact opposite this time." He said he did not want to leave his post as acting president and return to his position as the dean of faculty.

Hickey said he sees "exciting things happening academically in the future." One thing that will happen is the creation of an acting president for the first time, he said. In the long run, Hickey said he would like to improve the faculty work environment. He said, "Faculty have a heavy teaching demand placed on them," in addition to their committee activities.

Through an establishment of faculty development programs, Hickey said there would be a "gradual reduction in teaching loads," which would enable professors to maintain a high level of teaching.

Hickey said he may also attempt to decrease from four to three, the number of courses professors are required to teach each semester. This would take a significant amount of financial resources, he said, adding the College would work hard to raise money for "people programs," that aid the faculty and students rather than construction programs, as it has done in the past.

Hickey also said Saint Mary's is now within $275,000 of the $25 million goal of the college's fundraising program, Excel: The Fund for Saint Mary's College.

William Hickey

Minority enrollment is also important to Hickey, he said. Scholarships are necessary if economically disadvantaged students are to attend Saint Mary's, he said.

Hickey said he would like to increase the diversity of the Saint Mary's student body. "A more diversified student body, faculty and administration would add to the already existing programs," he said.

The lack of minorities presently enrolled at Saint Mary's may hinder future minority recruitment, Hickey said. A vicious circle may be in effect because the admissions office may attempt to recruit from a lower economic region, with minorities, but once the prospective students find out how many other minority students, or faculty are at Saint Mary's, they are discouraged.

Interaction with students is even more important now than ever before, said Hickey. "There are ways that I am in constant touch with students," he said.

Hickey said he is concerned with the feelings, questions and academic concerns of students and the entire institution. This year, Hickey has hosted open-door sessions every Monday afternoon from 3-5, where students could stop in without an appointment and discuss whatever was on their mind.

Hickey said he plans to continue this for next year as well. "The key is ongoing communication." Many differences can be avoided if communication lines are kept open and used, he said.
Trustees continued from page 1
of minorities at Notre Dame, according to Healy. The report will deal with admissions, financial aid, recruitment and placement of faculty, retention of students in their colleges, and the office of minority student affairs.

The nominating committee of the Board will make a presentation to the Board concerning the replacement of Hesburgh as president, said Sexton. Specifically, they will deal with the input that has been gathered by surveys of the various constituencies of the University community.

Healy said he will present the results of the student referendum on divestment to the student affairs committee. The committee will also consider a proposal for classes on alcohol and alcohol awareness and a proposal that student government and the Student Activities Board be put under the University's unit budget control system, according to Healy.

Van Rensburg said he has received "many handwritten letters from Notre Dame students," Van Rensburg has also written letters to University president Father Theodore Hesburgh, the chairman of the Board of Trustees, Thomas Carney, and all other board members.

If the Board of Trustees chooses not to divest, it "will show that the board is as profiteering as some American corporations, and they would be careless of all the deaths," said Van Rensburg.

Van Rensburg said that he does not know how long he can continue fasting, "but I'm still praying." Van Rensburg hopes to meet all Notre Dame students and asks for their continued support. He will hold a press conference this Friday in front of the Center for Continuing Education at 12:15.

Sixth floor of library to close
By BETH CORNWELL
Staff Reporter

The sixth floor of the Memorial Library will soon be closed to students because of planned expansions of the University Archives and the Charles and Margaret Hall Cushwa Center for the Study of American Catholicism, according to the Library's Associate Director George Sereiko.

All of the carrels on the floor have already been removed, in preparation for the construction, he said. The carrels will be relocated in other parts of the library, he added.

"Essentially, the sixth floor will no longer be a part of the library facilities," said Sereiko.

According to Wendy Schlereth, University archivist, the work will consist mainly of "knocking down some walls and putting others up." The construction probably will start two weeks after commencement and will last about six weeks, said Schlereth.

The expansion is necessary primarily to accommodate the University's growing collection of archives. The bulk of the construction will focus on the archives space, although the Cushwa Center will also be enlarged, said Schlereth.

The various collections of documents kept in the archives include University records, back files from the admissions department, and administrative records. The archives also serves as a repository for such periodicals as Commonweal Magazine and the National Catholic Register.
South Bend police bust tavern birthday party

By MARK PANKOWSKI
News Editor

South Bend Police raided a student party at Duffy's tavern early Friday morning, taking three students away in handcuffs and issuing citations to more than 100 others, witnesses said.

The witnesses were unable to specify the charges against the three students, who one witness said were from Notre Dame. They did say, however, that most of the citations were issued to Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students for being minors in a tavern.

The witnesses' reports could not be confirmed because South Bend Police were unavailable for comment Friday afternoon and this weekend.

Drawn by birthday invitations touting a beer special, between 150 and 200 people were crowded into Duffy's at 12:30 a.m. when the raid occurred, according to one of those at the party, who asked that her name not be used.

When approximately 10 officers arrived at the tavern, at 1150 Mishawaka Ave., the officers led the students out and checked them for proper identification, the witness said. Those without an I.D. were issued a $46 citation and allowed to leave, she said.

Between 25 and 30 students avoided the citations by hiding in the tavern's cellar, while others showed false IDs, she said.

Although officers brought a paddy wagon and several police cars, they only took away the three handcuffed students, the witnesses said.

According to the owner of Duffy's, Burke Hammond, the number of patrons Thursday night "had gotten out of hand. But they weren't causing any trouble whatsoever. They were behaving themselves perfectly."

Because the party was not a private one, not all those attending were from Notre Dame or Saint Mary's, the witness said.

Queen's Castle & The Knights
$5 student $8.50 complete
style
MINUTES AWAY FROM CAMPUS
277-0312 277-1691
DISCOUNTS FOR ALL STUDENTS
We also feature the Royal Bronze Sautening
Center. See a tour in minutes...Not Hours.
Across from Martin's

50¢ off each carton
for ND/SMC students (with ID)

U.P.S. *
$100 FREE insurance
PARCEL POST

convenient location no long lines

UNIVERSITY CENTER
directly behind Jeremiah Sweeney's
adjacent to Macri's Deli

The Student Activities Board presents the Band

HEAD EAST

Monday, May 5th
8:00pm - 10:00pm
Stepan Center
FREE

Just wait 'til you sink your teeth into a delicious Rax sandwich! Our sandwiches satisfy you like nobody else's can because only Rax gives you sandwiches like these. If you're in a real hurry, you'll want to take advantage of our Drive-Thru window; but if you've got the time, enjoy your great-tasting Rax meal in our delightful Greenhouse Dining Room with its easy atmosphere that really lets you relax. There's no fast food clamor here. After all, only Rax gives you Hot Nachos! All at our low Salad Bar price.

MINUS 50¢ off each carton for ND/SMC students (with ID)

Rax Restaurant
52770 US 31 North
South Bend, IN 46637
(North of Cleveland Road)
Across from Days Inn
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Promoting social welfare has improved church

Saint Mary's speaker: Aiding contras harmful

Keep moving on in present with hopeful eye on future

Viewpoint

As I near the completion of three years as President of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops, it occurs to me that I have had the interesting experience of seeing a familiar American attitude turned upside down. Never speak about religion or politics if you want to keep your friends, the old saying goes. But we have recently seen the Church talk with considerable vitality not only about these two topics but, more importantly, on the ways in which they relate to each other and the common good of our pluralistic society. It is my view that the Church has gained credibility in the process.

Bishop James Malone
guest column

I hasten to dispel any notion that an outgoing President of the NCCB, somebody claiming credit for this phenomenon. If humility did not drive me, then to raise the wonder, the recognition of the intelligence of the readers of this publication surely would. I do not believe that the Soviet presence in that region. I had emphasized Vatican II's understanding of the Church through a series of relationships. The leaders of these nations have no illusion that the support of the United States, which has trodden so heavily over whose adoption I expect to make the message of the Gospel particularly the rhetoric florid; the congressional tempers in Brazil, Argentina, and Venezuela, I had nothing could stop this administration from the key to understanding the Bishops' efforts to develop positions and procedures which both speak in central moral questions in our nation and do so in a way which effectively relates to our democratic pluralistic society. In addressing issues from abortion to the plight of farmers, human rights to foreign policy, nuclear arms control, labor relations, religious teaching and the U.S. economy, the purpose of the Bishops has been to make available to all members of the Church and to the wider society the resources of Catholic moral teaching. Such efforts could hardly come at a more opportune time. There is increasing recognition throughout our society that questions which most deeply divide our nation are moral ones, whose solution will continue to elude our grasp if we remain bereft of a moral consensus. It is here that the Church's potential contribution to make, but it will not be made without pain. As the Synod also served to remind us, the Church's vision of the Christian message too, and the integration of the Church's relational perspective on the world's problems does not always proceed harmoniously. A final word about the Bishops' Pastoral on the economy. Like its earlier drafts, it will be both praised and condemned. It will make some people happy and others sad, Republicans and Democrats alike. During the debate, we must never lose sight of the fact, more important than the pastoral's specific policy recommendations, important as these are, is its essential Christian message of the dignity of the human person. Because I have seen much evidence that this message is both necessary and worthwhile, I am happy that it is. Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly represents the first district of Connecticut and is the 1986 Notre Dame commencement speaker.

Bishop James Malone is President of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops and is the 1986 Saint Mary's commencement speaker.
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Viewpoint
Bob Vonderheide
from Oxford

Here at Oxford, you would have thought Maggie Thatcher had closed the University. The undergraduates were out in full force one Friday afternoon, about 2,000 of them all told, and they were screaming and yelling that somebody was not making them very happy. Groups of them held aloft placards indicating that their particular residential college would not stand still for such an injustice. From Jesus College, a school once intended to educate Catholic youths from Wales, in plain black letters, the poster declared, "Jesus says no to Maggie Lane!"

Does he really? These 3,000 undergraduates, unaware of their rather hilarious irony, marched past another place in Oxford that makes me laugh, is Maggie Lane, a street in Oxford second in charm only, I think, to Logic Lane. Great Britain is not one of steel engraved on huge steel plaques, bolted to the walls of this ancient city for all eternity—except one sign for Maggie Lane. This plaque is smaller, and posted higher, ostensibly to be out of reach and anyone, save its two staunchest allies, who is not in the league of Great Britain and, naturally

The United States finds itself in a precarious position regarding its<br>relations with Europe. From University College, where our bombing of Libya, we reacted like an undergrad at Oxford when Thatcher, being one of the targeters of terrorist attacks, having been the target of terrorist attacks, could not do otherwise but to support our acts. Given NATO's country shares this perspective. Unfortunately, Great Britain, and the United States, and Israel be the target of terrorist attacks. In light of consider

When we West European allies condemned<br>our bombing of Libya, we reacted like an<br>offended friend. We naturally thought that NATO extends to our war against terrorists, and as we view the treaty from our perspective, maybe the charming students at Oxford who lack the courage to stand up for their British allies, were either with us or against us.

As the only European nation to verbally or<br>logically support our military act against<br>Libya, Great Britain reacted like the perfect ally, with the kind of response that superpowers dream of at night. The French, being

French, continued their long-term goal of<br>always standing with Great Britain and<br>Israel, who is not in the league of Great Britain and, naturally, is not in NATO. The United States and Israel be the target of terrorist attacks. In light of con<br>

What distinguishes these two supporting allies, the United States and Great Britain, is a perverted way, Israel is delighted to see some other else the face of the burdens of fighting ter<br>rorists, and one gets the feeling that Israel would rejoice if we did anything slightly nas<br>

When, as I asked, was it Grove Street? 1657<br>It is for us to make the<br>strike me, is Oxford's place in history, which<br>quite frankly is simply not known. As I entered the house next to my college, Robert Boyle discovered in 1662 that with all else equal, a gas expands so that the pressure that is<br>

The United States finds itself in a<br>precise position regarding its<br>relations with Europe. From University College, where<br>our bombing of Libya, we reacted like an<br>undergrad at Oxford when Thatcher, being one of the targeters of terrorist attacks, could not do otherwise but to support our acts. Given NATO's country shares this perspective. Unfortunately, Great Britain, and the United States, and Israel are the leaders of primary<br>terrorist targets. In light of consider

We are not only the other nation in the<br>world, except Great Britain and, naturally, Israel, who is not in NATO. The United States and Israel be the target of terrorist attacks. In light of con<br>

What distinguishes these two supporting allies, the United States and Great Britain, is a perverted way, Israel is delighted to see some other else the face of the burdens of fighting ter<br>rorists, and one gets the feeling that Israel would rejoice if we did anything slightly nas<br>

We are not only the other nation in the<br>world, except Great Britain and, naturally, Israel, who is not in NATO. The United States and Israel be the target of terrorist attacks. In light of consider
Transfer students called to be 'foster parents'

Dear Editor:

It's the end of the school year and the last thing anyone wants is another commitment for the upcoming school year, but a bunch of us transfer students are getting things organized before we leave. This letter is an invitation to any interested Notre Dame students and I hope it is especially appealing to present transfer students. Next fall, we want to have "foster parents" adopt our transfer students.

Transfer students are put into a unique situation when they arrive at Notre Dame. The main obstacle that prevents these students from feeling like one of the "Irish" is the off-campus placement. One of the nearest experiences about being a Notre Dame student is living on campus. There is a major difference between choosing to live off campus and being told that you have to.

These transfers are in a sense isolated from what is happening at Notre Dame. It is very difficult to fit into the stream of student life when you are just arriving at a new university and are living off-campus. There isn't the sense of unity people feel when they are in a dorm. Transfers have to go after activities and events because they don't have dorm representatives informing them and they aren't exposed to the news that travels freely through the dorms. Until they get to know the place (three to eight months), it can be a tough experience.

I would like to suggest the "Adopt a Transfer" program student government is planning for next year. It is not very consuming and what little time it does take is appreciated more by you than you will ever realize by the transfer students. We want to give a volunteer the name of one transfer student next fall. All we ask is that you give them a little friendship for a while. There are no guarantees; it just depends on who you are. For example, ask them to go to the dining hall with you every once in a while, invite them to bring a dorm mate, show them the campus, have them phone to check out how they are doing. And if they are ever in a bind, like if you are new and you perhaps even ask them to come by your dorm room after class and let them meet your friends.

For a little effort, you help another human being out tremendously. I am hoping, but not expecting, non-transfers to fully understand how important this is. Your participation would be fantastic for the transfer students. If you don't find them totally repulsive, then in principle one is willing to participate next fall. If you don't, then in principle one is willing to participate next fall. I can't remember just a short time ago when you were not as included as you would like to be.

The issue of divestment is one worthy of discussion. But the passion with which some argue their position gives me the impression that this is a diversion which goes beyond symbolism, that it is more than a matter of keeping one's hands clean. They know that it is a matter of being involved in one of the principle causes.

Senior: Keep deposits to protest investments

Dear Editor:

Senior: Keep deposits to protest investments

Dear Editor:

Seniors now have the opportunity to apply economic pressure to the Board of Trustees. Traditionally, Notre Dame has the largest senior class endowment in the country. This money is comprised of $50 housing deposits which seniors voluntarily forfeit. Like all University monies, regardless of its eventual use, this is included in the University policy, which condones investment in corporations with holdings in South Africa.

Now is the time for us to heed the call of the International solidarity movement. We seniors now have the opportunity to make our protest known. We are not asking for a nuclear test ban, and we are not asking for a solution to the South African struggle. We are asking the Board of Trustees to divest Notre Dame's huge stake in South Africa.

Warth right: Refusing test ban a big mistake

Dear Editor:

Congratulations to Thomas J. Warth on his recent article: "Passing a Nuclear Test Ban," which appeared in the May 15 issue of the Observer. Warth is to be congratulated for his analysis of the recent nuclear test ban negotiations. The United States has nothing to do with halting the nuclear arms race unless it does so unilaterally, which is what President Reagan has been pushing for.

It is true that the US has not been able to reach as far as South Africa in its non-proliferation efforts. However, it is not clear to me that this will prevent the US from reaching a nuclear test ban. Although the US has a direct interest in a nuclear test ban, it is not certain that it will be the only country to benefit from such an agreement. It is not clear to me that the US has been able to make a clear commitment to a nuclear test ban, given its recent actions in the Middle East.

In any case, failing to reach a nuclear test ban agreement would not be in the US's best interest. Failing to reach such an agreement would not only delay the resolution of the nuclear arms race, but it would also send a signal to other countries that the US is not committed to international disarmament. This would only encourage other countries to pursue their own nuclear arsenals, thereby increasing the likelihood of a nuclear arms race.

In conclusion, I would like to commend Warth for his thought-provoking article. His analysis of the nuclear test ban negotiations is insightful, and I believe that his conclusions are well-supported.

[Signature]
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Uncover sports treasure

MARTY STRASSEN
features writer

There's a hidden treasure waiting to be discovered in the Notre Dame library for sports fanatics. Or maybe it's not so hidden.

Notre Dame's International Sports and Games Research Collection contains memorabilia from virtually every continent and every sport in the world and is the best collegiate sports collection in the country. Sports enthusiasts from all over the United States know about it, but most of the Notre Dame student body walks past the Department of Rare Books and Special Collections on the way to more popular areas of the library.

Those people are missing something.

"This is a research collection by design," says department curator Jethrow Kyles, who has been in charge of the collection for five years. "Throughout the year, although a lot of the things we have here should be in a museum. The University of Alabama has about half of the memorabilia we have and they've started a beautiful museum."

And while such museums are crowded with sports enthusiasts who make a day of reliving the achievements of their all-time favorites, the Notre Dame collection remains hidden away. The better part of the collection's force, which was started in 1967, is filed away on shelves in the library basement.

Hidden treasures. That's the only way to describe these memorabilia.

Collectors would pay top dollar for the unpotted plaques of Notre Dame's legendary Four Horsemen or programs for upcoming events dating from the 1900s in most sports. But they will never get the chance. Our collection is priced so low, only a fraction of some of our items."

"There are a lot of former players around the country who know Notre Dame sports better than anyone," says Kyles. "Some of these guys donate their own personal letters to commissioners of every sport to the collection. How can you replace things like that?"

Irreplaceable items (without even scratching the surface of the collection's value) include a jersey from the plane in which Knute Rockne was killed, Johnny Lujack's all-American uniform from the 1946-47 football season, a pair of paper-thin shoulder pads from a defensive line coach in 1905 and the original script of "Knute Rockne: All-American."

Notre Dame football programs and season paraphernalia fill the lower level and yet 20 percent of the collection consists of Notre Dame memorabilia.

"We also have things not directly associated with particular sports, but rather, things about sports," explains Kyles. "There are lots of sports topics from women in sports to the aerodynamics of a pitched baseball."

And perhaps the collection is not as hidden as one might think. "We've seen people from New York to Los Angeles fly in just a few hours to an entire collection," says Kyles. "That's where we're from. We're used to the Sportsbeat shows."

"The Baseball Hall of Fame (in Cooperstown, N.Y.) occasionally borrows some of our memorabilia. They are geared for hype because that's what people who visit the hall of fame want. We're different. We're here for research."

Obviously, the Notre Dame collection provides excellent research material for people who make a living from sports. But there are more. Johnny J. Evers was a second baseman for the Chicago Cubs and the pitcher in the famous double-play trio known as "Tinker to Evers to Chance" in the 1910s. His uniform is carefully packed away in a gray box on one of the shelves.

Just down the aisle is a smaller box containing more baseball material. Upon opening the box, rolls around the extra space to reveal a signature of a man they called the Sultan of Swat - Babe Ruth. Another of the Georgias whose records the major league last year is Ray. There are a dozen other personal boxes, each one of which has an offshoot's personal connection and are out of print or lost in conditions.

Voice of Fighting Irish to wake up campus

COLLEEN CLYNES
features writer

"College radio is where it's at." At least it is according to Pat Murphy, director of sales and promotions at Notre Dame's WVFI. "A good college radio station is definitely a valuable thing for students to have," Murphy said. And he and the rest of WVFI's staff are spending a lot of time and energy to become just that.

The station is also making strides in the programming department - specifically sponsored through DJing certain functions. "We're developing an identity for ourselves," explains Murphy. "This is the experience from high school radio, is the only Saint Mary's student on WVFI's general board. "It really is a pity that more people don't get involved in the station. It really could play a valuable role in the ND/NMC community if WVFI got to the point where people really respect it." Another Flanner resident and WVFI JD, Tim Moloney finds that "being a DJ is a blast, except it's a little discouraging that nobody can hear me, but, well, at least I have a lot of fun." Moloney is a latecomer to the station, while many students are in it from the beginning of the year. There are signups at Student Activities Night in September, and students must go through auditions to narrow down the lineup of applicants. The number of positions available depends each year on how many staff members graduate. "The real craze is that we have quality people, not quantity," Murphy said. "WVFI's staff is excellent." And what's in the future? A possible move to the newly renovated Lafortune Student Center is planned, which will provide better reception and new programming ideas.

Frank Maloof spins records for WVFI.

Next year the station will feature a 7 to 9 a.m. talk show "that caters to the breakfast crowd - news, information and mellow music to start the morning," explained Murphy. "We've never done anything like this before and I hope it will be a big success."

The station is also making strides in funding for next year. "The administration is finally coming through for us," said Murphy. "I guess they finally realize that a radio station that can't hear is a waste of time." To the staff of WVFI, this radio station certainly is not.
The collection provides a great opportunity for sports fans and is certainly well worth a visit. The Department of Rare Books and Special Collections is located on the first floor of the library and is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

There’s a treasure waiting.

You guessed it — “Miami Vice” on the movie screen.

This confection is called “Band of the Hand.” No, Don Johnson and Philip Michael Thomas do not appear on screen, but it is no coincidence that producer Michael Mann also produces the hit series set in the same city. One can admire Mann for working with what works, and one keeps things in the family. Director Paul Michael Thomas (of Kitty and Harry Hush) fame) has directed three "Vice" episodes, and much of the cast has appeared in guest spots on the hit series.

"Band of the Hand" is the story of five harried youth offenders who are placed in a special rehabilitation program on a remote island in the Everglades with Joe Tiger (Stephen Lang), a Vietnam vet who becomes theirButtonModuleing the crucial tracking test, "which no one has ever passed," the group moves to a slum neighborhood of Miami where they promptly wage war against the drug pushers and the gangs in order to clean up the area.

The boys are all capable but unremarkable actors straight off of television. Lang, after an impressive motion picture debut as a Cuban pot dealer in "Twice in a Lifetime," plays an intriguing and mysterious individualist type. But his performance falls apart in the end when he becomes socially-conscious.

This film, like its small screen relative, is all style. The filmmakers pay so much attention to wardrobe and location details that they seem to forget about character development. Because of the grading and the style, the film is visually engaging. It is also cartoony, as the scene change is so striking that we become conscious of the method. The bodies are all moving so fast, we have no sense of character to be unified.

"Band of the Hand" is style superceding content. If you’re up for some good television-style entertainment这是你的胜地。否则，待在家里看电视吧。

Otherwise, stay home and watch "Miami Vice.

Kolosh believes that enabling the children to participate in the discipline process will give them problem solving skills and the ability to make decisions. The ECDC is staffed with professional teachers and students who work on a volunteer basis. One of the few problems with the Drekurs's method is the response which some of the student workers have to the seemingly permissive discipline attitude.

Julie Farabough, a junior elementary education major at Saint Mary's, said that her part time at the center and has worked there on a paid basis for the last two years. Farabough thinks the method works very well in a pre-school atmosphere.

"It's more of a positive self concept within the children," Farabough said. "From my part time positions working with other centers and schools, I know that the ECDC provides top quality care. The teachers are very dedicated and professional.

Farabough enjoys assisting in the developmental activities of the ECDC. "I (the ECDC) offers college students a refreshing break from the pressures of the adult world," Ann Raque, a senior accounting and finance major, has worked at the center for three years, beginning as a clean-up person. Raque has since moved up from cleaning to her present position as an opening teacher. "I have been associated with the ECDC for the more than the center, the closer I found myself to the children. Now I'm responsible for the children in early morning, Raque said.

"I find it (working at the ECDC) to be a refreshing break from the rigorous academic pressures. It is so relaxing just to go there," Raque said.

Raque agreed with Farabough that the Drekurs method is effective. "There may be certain aspects that I don't agree with overall I think it's good," she said. The ECDC is a separate entity, it is not a part of Saint Mary's or Notre Dame. However, according to Koloff, the center is funded by both Saint Mary's and Notre Dame.

"We've been very fortunate to have been funded over the past 14 years by Saint Mary's and Notre Dame," Kolosh said. "It (the funding) has allowed us to develop a professional program with experienced professional teachers. Also, the funding has provided us with an excellent facility, excellent educational materials and an excellent curriculum. We are used by local areas as a training and as an observational site for their curriculum. We are used by local areas as a training and as an observational site for their curriculum.

The more I thought about it, the more depressed I got. A lack of spring break money, a losing football season, a 1-

The mother worked with a quiet intensity as her boy watched the dumpster. She was sifting around in the garbage, picking up aluminum beer cans. Standing outside the dumpster was her son, probably no more than 12 or 13, old, who taught his heroes of the past.

The recreation was the seemingly permissive discipline attitude. His elderly, labby, clothed, standing inside the dumpster. As the woman collected the cans, her son handed him the irony of the whole thing became more striking. The cans that my friends and I used to drink were the very means of survival for this family. As the woman collected the cans, her son handed him the irony of the whole thing became more striking.
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ATTENTION, ALL AREA COLLEGE STUDENTS:

NEW!

STUDENT LOANS NOW AVAILABLE AT THE NOTRE DAME CREDIT UNION...

...WITH A BONUS, NATURALLY.

BONUS: GET A STUDENT LOAN & GET NO MONTHLY FEE ON YOUR CHECKING!

NO CO-SIGNER REQUIRED

Bonuses are part of the Notre Dame Credit Union system. With a student loan you get no monthly fee for a school year on your checking account. Of course you must be a member, but if you're not, call any NDCU office. You may be eligible!

NOTRE DAME CREDIT UNION
SEPARATE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME

MAIN OFFICE
19033 DOUGLAS ROAD
239-6611

SOUTHWEST
3509 W. SAMPLE
289-2827

MISHAWAKA
125 S. MILL
256-2361
Flames beat Blues, 8-2, tie series

Associated Press

CALGARY- Veteran Doug Risebrough scored three goals and set up a fourth last night to engineer the Calgary Flames to an 8-2 victory over the St. Louis Blues that tied their NHL playoff series at 1-1.

Games 3 and 4 of their best-of-seven Campbell Conference final will be played in St. Louis tomorrow and Thursday nights.

Owner of four Stanley Cup rings from his days with the Montreal Canadiens, Risebrough scored twice in the first period and once in the third.

Risebrough, Lanny McDonald and John Tonelli, the oldest line in the NHL, played like youngsters all night, settling the hard-working bulk of the scoring.

Men’s tennis beats E. Mich.

Special to the Observer

The Notre Dame men’s tennis team capped off it’s regular season yesterday with a 7-2 victory over Eastern Michigan. Coupled with last Wednesday’s 8-1 beating of Butler, the Irish finished the season under 1986 MCC Coach of the year Tom Fallon.

Pac & Ship

Packaging & U.P.S. Service
Giftwrapping Accs & Greeting Cards
Copy Service
Postage Stamps & Rubber Stamps
Helium Balloons (any size)
Western Union telegrams
Money orders
Sherman Dry Cleaning
Boxes (all shapes and sizes)

109 Dixie Way N.
South Bend 277-7748
(look for Clyde the Gorilla)

BRING IN THIS AD FOR 50% OFF

Notre Dame Avenue Apartments
NOW RENTING FOR FALL

Completely furnished, balconies, laundry, and off-street parking.
On site management & maintenance, all deluxe features

ASK ABOUT OUR SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
(good deals for Summer Season)

Office at 820 ND Ave
234-6647/256-5716
Call Anytime

Attention ND and SMC Juniors

Surveys available for Senior Class Trip

Obtain surveys through ND hall reps and SMC campus mail and at Student Activities for Off-campus

Please fill out surveys by Tuesday, May 6th
Mavericks, Lakers win to even playoff series at two each

Associated Press

DENVER - Alex English scored six points in overtime, and Lafayette Lever and T.R. Dunn hit key free throws down the stretch yesterday, rallying the Denver Nuggets to a 114-111 NBA playoff victory over the Houston Rockets, squaring the series at 2-2.

Game 5 in the best-of-seven series is set for tomorrow night in Houston.

The Nuggets trailed 104-99 with 44 seconds left in regulation, but Denver reserve guard Elston Turner made a three-point basket and then clipped along the baseline for a reverse layup with 11 seconds remaining to send the game into overtime.

Houston - getting solid play in the fourth quarter and in overtime from point guard Robert Reid, who scored 11 of his team's final 13 points - grabbed a four-point lead in the extra session on Reid's baseline jumper.

Dallas 120, L.A. 118

DALLAS - Mark Aguirre scored 39 points, including a critical turnaround jumper with 38 seconds remaining yesterday, carrying the Dallas Mavericks to a 120-118 victory over the Los Angeles Lakers and deadlock their NBA Western Conference playoff series at two games each.

The fifth game of the best-of-seven series between the upset Mavericks and the defending NBA champion Lakers, seeking to become the first team to successfully defend the title since the Boston Celtics in 1969, will be played tomorrow night at the Los Angeles Forum.

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who set an NBA playoff record by appearing in his 173rd game, missed his first four shots from 10 feet away at the buzzer as the Mavericks secured the second straight victory over the Lakers.

Abdul-Jabbar scored 33 points to lead the Lakers, while Earvin "Magic" Johnson had 29 and Scottie Pippen 22.

"It was so good to end on a positive note," said Panter. "It was very sad because I realized that that was probably the last competitive game I would ever play, but I've got a lot to look forward to too. I've enjoyed the time I have spent here - it was just a superb bunch of people to be around."

The official duty for Abdul-Jabbar and his squad will take place May 10th when the tennis banquet will be held to honor the seniors and press team awards.

Women's tennis wins weekend pair

By TRISH SULLIVAN

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's tennis team finished out its first season in Division I play with a weekend trip to Northern Illinois where the Irish came away with two victories, making their spring record 19-5.

"There were mixed emotions about the end of the season," commented Gelfman. "You're glad in some ways to be over with the rigors of practice and traveling, but it's tough to say goodbye to these girls. I've grown very fond of them and I hope they know just how much they will be missed."

The Irish were favored against their familiar number one and two positions, but O'Brien moved up to number three singles for the final match of her career. They went out in style, defeating their opponents by margins of 6-0, 6-1, 6-0, and 6-0, 6-0 respectively.

"It was so good to end on a positive note." said Panter. "It was very sad because I realized that that was probably the last competitive match I would ever play, but I've got a lot to look forward to too. I've enjoyed the time I have spent here - it was just a superb bunch of people to be around."

The official duty for Abdul-Jabbar and his squad will take place May 10th when the tennis banquet will be held to honor the seniors and press team awards.
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Notre Dame golf team finishes 12th at Mid-American

By ORLANDO RUBANO
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame golf team concluded its season yesterday in what Coach Noel O'Sullivan called a successful one. In its finale, the Irish joined its District 4 counterparts in action. But the Irish responded with a fine first round that put them in contenders. Largely responsible for the Irish respectable finish was freshman Doug Giorgio and senior John O'Donovan. "Doug was playing in his first tournament and he responded brightly to the challenge," said O'Sullivan. Also responding well was Doug O'Sullivan who according to O'Sullivan was his number one player in his team's last four tournaments.

The results for the team in this weekend's tournament look like this. Doug Giorgio (72-84-75-231), Rich Connelly (76-75-76-227), John O'Donovan (85-81-73-239), Steve Faber (78-72-75-230), and Lon Huffman (73-78-75-226). The medalist for the tournament was Jim Benete from Northwestern, who shot a 213 for the three days. O'Sullivan said that the way his team finished was a sign of a successful season.

"We left with an upbeat feeling for next year," said O'Sullivan. "I am extremely proud of this team, especially the seniors, because they gave a lot of themselves and have left the squad one place from the first-place honors.

The Irish who finished twelfth, all from District which was good enough to edge Notre Dame (all from District 4), came with aspiration of claiming first-place honors.

The Irish, who finished twelfth, laked an upbeat feeling for next year," said O'Sullivan. "I am extremely proud of this team, especially the seniors, because they gave a lot of themselves and have left with an upbeat feeling for next year," said O'Sullivan. "I am extremely proud of this team, especially the seniors, because they gave a lot of themselves and have

Stop by and say goodbye on your way out of town!

FREE SUNDAE
(Call us for late night studying munchies)
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A large banner belonging to the Notre Dame Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa has been taken from the Library Auditorium Lounge. This banner is needed for the initiation ceremonies for new members. Prompt return of this banner to the proper location would be greatly appreciated by all concerned.

THE BOX SHOPPE
Internists Professional Recipe Room
Moving Boxes, Storage Boxes
- Giant Boxes
- Flats Trunks
- Warehouse Boxes
- Extra Boxes
- By Discount
- In Warehouse
- In Special
- Rents Trucks
- & Containers

JMS Plaza, Grape Rd., Mishawaka
(next to Uncle’s Irish Pub)
277-9777
Open: 10am - 6pm M-F
10am - 2pm Sat
The best thing we could have done for the Irish was to create an environment in which they could thrive. We set our goals early in the season, and by the end of the year, we had accomplished nine victories. Michigan State scored with just 14 seconds left in the quarter to give them momentum to start the second half. Four scored by the Spartans put them right back in the game, and as they trailed 8-7 with a little more than 6 minutes remaining in the quarter.

Tom Grote helped the Irish re-establish their lead with their only goal in the second quarter, but the Spartans tied the game at 9-9 by the end of the third quarter. However, again it would be Grote who would answer for Notre Dame as he put the Irish up 10-9. Michigan State battled right back and soon took their first lead at 11-10. Shields tied up the contest with 5:07 remaining as he kept battling with the goalie before finally knocking the ball in the net. That set up the last second heroics for the Irish as Jim Quillan provided a crowd pleasing assist to Grote to extend the lead to 12-10.

Senior Dave O'Neill scored off of another pass from Shields to give the Irish a 1-0 lead. Two more goals by Franklin sandwiched around Michigan State's first tally gave the Irish a 4-1 lead. Junior Dave O'Neill scored off of another pass from Shields to give the Irish a 5-2 quarter advantage. The Irish dominated the second half, scoring four goals by the end of the quarter. Four scored by the Spartans put them right back in the game, and as they trailed 8-7 with a little more than 6 minutes remaining in the quarter.

Tom Grote helped the Irish re-establish their lead with their only goal in the second quarter, but the Spartans tied the game at 9-9 by the end of the third quarter. However, again it would be Grote who would answer for Notre Dame as he put the Irish up 10-9. Michigan State battled right back and soon took their first lead at 11-10. Shields tied up the contest with 5:07 remaining as he kept battling with the goalie before finally knocking the ball in the net. That set up the last second heroics for the Irish as Jim Quillan provided a crowd pleasing assist to Grote to extend the lead to 12-10.
Shields sets hit record as Irish drop 3 out of 4

By TERRY LYNCH
Sports Writer

This is the way the season ended—nicht with a whimper but a bang.

While the last series of the Irish baseball season saw the Northwestern Wildcats take three out of the final four games on the schedule, the team chose a strategic time to get the only win of the weekend—the end.

The Irish exploded for 22 runs on 26 hits in the second game of yesterday's doubleheader in a 22-5 panning of the Wildcats. Tom Loughran needed five hits, and designated hitter John Loughran broke the Irish single season record for bases (69) in his last at bat.

"I didn't think I'd get it," said Loughran of the 10th hit he had in 2001.

The third baseman also fit his way into the All-America 4 x 100 relay team with a 49.3 time. He also provided the big blow in the Irish fourth, belting a three-run homer into center field to effectively put the game out of reach for the Wildcats.

Loughran was also the benecfactor of some extraordinary good luck in his final at bat, when Wildcat catcher John Nolan dropped an easy pop fly that landed a few feet behind the plate. Loughran then doubled down the line in right field, breaking the record.

"Things were just going my way," said Loughran after the game.

Unbelievable, the show that Loughran put on in the second game at Lake Kline field was eclipsed by none other than Tom Shields. Shields, the senior shortstop playing in his final game for the Irish, was 5-for-6 with two RBIs and scored three runs. Although h...